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ABOUT

Carpenter Realtors impresses with faster 
listing promotion and a showcase app

Carpenter Realtors

Boston Logic

676 agents in 33 offices

$1 billion

Carpenter has been assisting families in the 
Indianapolis area with real estate needs since 1970. 
They have 33 locations throughout central and 
southern Indiana and are the region’s largest real 
estate firm.  

120,180 1.2 million
Average property 
views per month

Ad views
per month

48,000+
App sessions
per month



THE CLIENT

THE PROBLEM

CLIENT GOALS

Carpenter Realtors
Carpenter Realtors is the leading brand in the 
Indianapolis area but is always looking for ways 
to bolster its position. They strive to add value 
for consumers and for agents, which ultimately 
strengthens brand perception and its ability to 
recruit agents.

Prior to using Connect by HomeSpotter, Carpenter 
had an off-the-shelf app solution that was barely 
brandable. The app didn’t represent Carpenter well 
and didn’t help differentiate them in the mind of 
the consumer in terms of search features. They 
knew they had to do more to represent their brand 
and to make the search process go more smoothly 
for agents and their clients.

Carpenter has always been a brand that focuses 
on listing promotion. They sought to take their 
advertising to the next level by adding digital 
ads to their print placements like magazines and 
newspapers. They were looking to take advantage 
of the dynamic nature of digital media by getting 
listing information out fast.

They came to HomeSpotter looking for solutions to 
represent their brand that they could be proud of, 
without breaking the bank.

• Provide a search app to consumers that 
represents Carpenter well 

• Help Carpenter agents collaborate with clients

• Promote new listings quickly through digital ads

• Impress sellers by using popular social networks



THE SOLUTION

How HomeSpotter 
addressed the problem

Connect is one of a few 
select tools that we offer 

where agents respond that 
they’re using it and sharing 

it with clients all the time.
Jim Newell, Director of Marketing & 

Advertising at Carpenter, Realtors

With Connect by HomeSpotter, Carpenter was 
able to put their name on a mobile app that is 
easily as full-featured as any of the national 
brands. Agents get to share a personal version 
of the app with clients and prospects as a way to 
stand out and to aid in communication. The app 
offers collaboration tools as well as analytics for 
agents and staff. 

So far agent adoption has been swift and the 
feedback has been positive. “Connect is one of 
a few select tools that we offer where agents 
respond that they’re using it and sharing it with 
clients all the time,” said Jim Newell, Director of 
Marketing and Advertising at
Carpenter, Realtors.

Newell noted that one of the primary ways 
they evaluate technology tools is the number of 
impressions for the brand and for agents. He’s 
been pleased with the level of customization 
in the app product and the fact that more than 
48,000 app sessions are started each month.

After a successful launch of their app, Carpenter 
returned to HomeSpotter to add Boost for 
automated ads. Agents now use Boost by 
HomeSpotter to launch ads for new listings 
automatically, and much faster than they could 
do manually. They emphasize the value in 
creating ads for Facebook and Instagram as a 
way to impress sellers, both current and future. 



Along the way, Carpenter decided to add more ad types to their program, 
including price-reduced ads, agent promotion ads and open house ads. When 
the corporate Marketing department described how they wanted to co-
promote open houses with agents through a custom implementation of Boost, 
HomeSpotter was able to come through.

We chose Boost to handle our digital ads because it offered more 

ways to impress sellers and because of our previous relationship 

with HomeSpotter. We keep asking them for personal touches 

that are right for our brand and they keep on delivering.

Jim Newell, Director of Marketing & Advertising at Carpenter, Realtors

A branded Boost 
dashboard keeps their 

agents in-the-know 
with keen insights for 

their ad campaigns

A mobile app 
solution that 
help agents 
and consumers



For more information visit www.homespotter.com

We’re proud to be industry 
leaders in the real estate market.

There’s no 
mistaking
our reach

HOMESPOTTER CONTACT

TONY McGIBBON
Director of Sales

tony@homespotter.com

The relationship engine.


